
     

 

 

Raksha Bhandan a festival of bond, caring, protection and nurturing was 

celebrated in school on 11th August in the School Assembly.  

The celebration started with the honouring and thanking Parent traffic 

volunteers for volunteering and spending their time so that students reach school 

safely. Traffic volunteers are parents of our students and they help the children 

to cross the road safely and reach school. The student council escorted the  

volunteers to the dias. The head girl Rithu and Head boy welcomed the volunteers 

and thanked them for volunteering and spending their time despite having a hectic 

schedule and regardless of the weather , rain or sun.Our council members expressed 

their gratitude and respect for the benevolence shown by the traffic volunteers  

towards the students by tying Rakhi.  



Details of our parent volunteers and their children is as follows: 

1 RAMANA KUMAR (9949339763) YASHWANTH X 
THANVI SAI VII 

2. KISHORE. N (9967611624) PRANAV NUKA VC 

3. BRAMMAIAH  AKSHARA IV 

 
4. 

NITHIN (9849123536) SINJINI X PASSED OUT 

 
5. 

SHIVA  (9652376501 )  
HITESH VB 

 
6. 

GOPI  (9959600444 ) PARTHIV VIIC 
GEETHIKA III 

 
7. 

AARIF  (9848053424 )  

 
8. 

NOUSHAD (9700065312)  

 
9. 

PETER  (9397876388 )  

 

Our ex-students Simritha father  our traffic volunteer Shri Nithin addressed the students and 

advised them to follow traffic rules. Mam, student council members tied rakhis and promised 

to follow their suggestions , be safe while crossing the road and follow all traffic rules. Mam 

also felicitated the volunteers.  

The celebrations continued with little ones of Class I and II presenting speeches, songs, and 

dances. Teachers also demonstrated the ritual that follows while the brother and sister are 

tying rakhis. Mam and teachers also tied rachis to all the brothers in school, Principal, PET 

sir, drivers, and support staff.  

The children were beautifully dressed and danced gracefully. Everybody thoroughly enjoyed 

the dance.  

All the students of Class LKG to X went to their respective classes and tied rachis to one 

another. It was a wonderful celebration with students dressed in their best and proud 

brothers were seen flaunting their hands filled with rakhis.  

Happy Raksha Bhandan 

 



 



 



 



 



 


